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unity is undentoocl a• a temion bdween neccsoary counterparts. The meaning 
o( the unifying term al(hcod apress<:s a connection between .elf and other· 
than«Jf, and does oo through a dialectical temion that is supposed to pr~~t 
the reduction of one to another. Likewise, Ricoeur's ontol<>s>• consists in a 
combination of "ontolosicol commitmtnt" and critique of "ontolosicol naf>-.ti." 
whtreby the unifying term to be is understood as both •the critical incisio.n of 
tht (literal) 'is not' within the ontological vehemence of the (metaphoncal) 
'II' • (RM 2SS). Ricoeur believes that metaphorical utterance provides a model 
o( lnmconncction that overcomes the disproportion of Pallible Man between 
dtlmninatlvc linguistic consciousness and the mutuality of sdO>ood and being. 

Ytt the question remains: Has Ricoeur really O\oercome the disproportion 
In f/(1/llhlt MGn between epistemology and ontology? After all, the movement 
from literal refnence to metaphorical reference does resemble the movement 
of determinate comciousneS$ to true sclf<onsciownm. Further, is not dispr<>
portion by dengition a kind of relational tension between clemeniS? And there
fore, oould metaphorical utterance be viewed as a form of incongn>ity bdwcen 
literal domination and figurati\-e liberation? Could one not aloe conclude that 
the determination of percoptual othemeso by noun and verb is similar to the 
rom1ruction of the semantic resemblance that results from a clash of "unusual 
predicates"? 

While these structural similarities do S1J8Sesl Ricoeur's lack of conceptual 
progress, and aceount for our earlier comments regarding his recom1ruction 
rather than the wholesale rejection of his model of dctenninative conscious
ness, such a reading fails to take into account that the tensi,.., connection 
between identity nnd difference is the organizing principle of not just true self
consciousnc.s but is conrtill>th·e of language itself. The disproportion between 
methodological determination and mutual self-affirmation has apparently van· 
ished wi01in the semantic structure of metaphorical utterance. Epistemology, 
philosophical anthropology, and ontology are all understood through the same 
concepllml pattern. But docs identity now take precedence over difference on 
all three of these levels of discoune instead of only on the transcendental or 
epistemological le>-el? While Ricoew vigorously tries to maintain a mutual 
relation between identity and difference -.ithout reducmg one to the other, and 
does make significant strides toward the de,-cJopment of • hermeneutic mo<e 
suitable to the mutual structure of self~tution or selfhood. does this uni
formity of anal)1is among language, selfhood. and Being create new problems 
of its own? 

CHAPTER FOUR 

NARRATIVE IMAGINATION AND 

PERSONAL I DENTITI 

With the deployment of his model of scmantie or metaphoric l,_tlon, Rlcoeur 
manages to bridge many of the fault lines that ha~ .epmted tlw clefmillnadve 
model of transcendental or epistemologi<:21 coruciownet1 from the model o( self
c:orucioul:ness undentoocl as the mutual affirmation of the self and the other. 
Building on the tension. within the metaphorical m1cmen~ Ricoeur has made 
significant strides t"" .. rd epistemological, anthropological. and ontological uni
formity. Yet this resolution of methodological disproportion by way of the power 
of imagination to see similarity in difference takes us only partway on the journey 
toward the recovery and discovery of selfhood. Metaphor proclaims new meaning 
that corresponds with feeling oneself as a fundamental ·unity of identity and 
difference. The power of metaphor to see reality configured in a particular man
raer gives testimony to the vast breadth of human emotion. Imagination, however, 
is more than just feeling. Poetic expr.,.ion takes pia« in time through action by 
individuals in community with others. Metaphor shows how one feels or sees the 
temporal character of one's own being in relation to other tempor.~l beings and 
the temporality of Being. This requires an extended metaphor or narrative ca
pable of giving testimony of the agent respomible for action. The journey o( se)f. 
di!CO\-ery must pass through linguistic configuratiON of human aetion. which 
gh-e not only analogous poaibilitia {or agency but also testimony o( both indi
VIdual and common deeds carried out and suffered. Identifying the agent respon
sible for •uch an act requires that the wotk of imagination expand the practical 
field of human experience by means of a narrative mode of discourse. 

In the three-volume work 1imt and Narrativt (1984-1988), Ricoeur 
launches a complex and highly detailed analysis of this interconnection be
tween narrati\'e and human experience. Forming a pair with The Rult of Mila· 
pflor, Tim• ond· Narrative continues to explore the significance of the work of 
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imagination for understanding experience. 11tis "one va$1 poetic sphere that 
includes metaphorical utterance and narrntive discourse" (TN I :xi) bring1_1o 
light "the change of distance in logical space thnt ;, ~te w~rk of the pr~uchve 
imagination" (TN I :x). Although no longer concerned pnmanly With secmg 
reality u . .. ; narrati,·e discourse ne--ertheless brings difference and idenbty 
togdher into a unifying structure. "The plot o( a namth.., is comparable to this 
predic.tive assimilation It 'grasps together' and integrates into. ~ne who~e an~ 
complete story multiple and scattered e-"ents. thereby schematizmg the ontcllo
gible l ignification att ached to the narrative token as a whole". (TN b). By 
gratping together into a complete >tnocture the narrato~e. li.n~ctoon places the 
divenity of human temporal experience under the unof}ong opcratoon of the 
plot. Ricoeur argue< that the narrative function is "the privileged means by 
which we re-configure our eonfwed, unformed, and at the limit mute temporal 
experience· (TN l:xi). Namti'"' brings to langw~ge the dh'ellil) of huonan 

' oction by submitting it to the unifying and inttlligible order of the story. In this 
manner, the narrative function repeals the eonccptual pattern Rieocur de-..,1-
oped in The Rule of Mttophor: the production of a linguistic innovation that 
unifies identity and diftcrcncc. 

In spite of Ricocur's introductory remarks concerning the purpose of Tim• 
and Narratiw, his "common core presupposition (that! time becomes human 
to the extent tlut it is org;onized after tho m•nncr of a narrati,-c: and eon,-.:rsely 
that narrative "is meaningful to the extent that it portrays the foatures of tem
poral oxperitnce" (TN 1:3), remains secondary to the somewhat hodden poont 
of tho entire work. It is only at dte end of the third volume of Tim• and 
Narratiw that the primary purpose of the whole worl: is revealed: · Here is the 
core of our whole investigation, for it is only within this search ... by individu
als and by ~'e conurotootities to which they belong. for their respective narrative 
identities . . . that the aporetics of time and the poetics of narrative correspond 
to each other in a sufficient waf (TN 3:274). This r=lation is quite remark
able if one considett that the three \'Oiumes of Tim• and Narrati•-. are more 
than eight hundred pages long and that the only thematic treatment of the 
eoncrpt of narrathe identity in Time and Narrati•,. spans a mer< four pages •nd 
seems to be an afterthought in respon$e to lingering problems that Ricoeur's 
investigations on narrative ha\'C been unable to reso1ve.1 • 

Astonishing as this onay seem, the search for identity should come as no 
surprise if set within Rieocur's work as a whole. As I have shown. the initial 
sear<h in Fallible Man for mutual self-affirmation takes place in and among the 

- .. orb of culture, and this que>l for mutuality remains constant throughout 
Rieocur's later hcnneneutical investigations. In this regard, his investigation of 
the r<lationship between human temporality and the poetics of narrati'"' reem
ploys the strategy of imaginative mediation as the key to anthropological and 
ontological truth. Just as metaphor proposes a wt>rld of possible axiological 
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values. the propo'"'b of narrative discourse require an agent responsible for the 
truth of history and fiction. Narrative refer; to a world inhabited by idcntl&Dit 
agents capable of responding to the questions: "Who is speaking? Who- U"'S'' 
ing? Who is recounti ng about hirnsdf or herself? Who i$ the moral subject fll 
imputation?" (OA 16). In other words, who is identified ... ;th and resporuible 
for the world unfolded through the omaginabve act of narration? 

Rieocur's under>tanding of met•phor $els the stage for the intorpretation 
of multiple forms o( discourse, each corresponding to dilferont ontentionalities 
of human experience. By asserting that tloe central dialectic of imagination is 
inherentJy innovative and semantic in stmclure, Ricocur can offer o rnore 
eomplete interpretation of existence through other linguistic forms of human 
cr<otivity. In' particular, the extended metaphor or narrative has the capacity to 
bring to light the temporal proeess of identity formation. Namti,-e, like all 
crcati•-e discourse, is supposed to bring experience to language, but the partie"' 
Jar experience that corresponds to the narrati'"' form is the "-orld of human 
tcmporalil)• and action, that u, the world that subjects agents to chance and II 
subj<cted to change by agents in search of their identity. 

The events of my personal and our collective stories form 1 villi dlvtnlty 
from which I try to weave a meaningful narrative account of who I am in 
relation to who you are. The dilference and otherness of my received past u 
token up through the imaginati'"' process of cmplotment and given order and 
meaning in relation to my quest for sameness and identity. To search for one's 
identity is to accept responsibility for one's OV.TO pa>tln rdation to one's present 
"space of experience" and "horizon of expectation· (TN 3:208); it is an attempt 
to form a narrative whole from the di,·er;ity of events that I as an agent both 
carry out and suffer. For Ricoeur, "this narrative interpretation implies that a 
life story proceeds froon untold and repressed stories in the dlreet.ion of actual 
stories the subject can take up and hold as constitutive of his penonal identity. 
It is the quc..t for this pe=nal identity that assures the eontinuity between the 
potential or inchoate story and the actual story ""' usume resporuiblllty for" 
('I 1:74). 

The search for identity is tied to the receivcd..put, but requires the put 
to be gi,·en a configurntion marked with a sWonp of ownenhip. Our fracmented 
storied pa>t must be given a configuration that will have the power to refigure 
our experience in the construction of my personal and our collective identities. 
It is an interpretive process that begins with what Ricocur calb •prefigured 
experience· and ends with the "refiguration" o( our experience. The narrative 
function is a work of imagination that constructs a unif)i ng plot that gives • 
linguistic form to th~ mediation that takes place bctwt.= the lived divenity o( 
temporal. e•-periencc and the uni~g moment of actinn.2 By organizin1 hlotorl· 
cal events into a narrative unity, comrnumlles and iudividuah c•n ofFer tllli· 
mony of who they are and how they wish to on ark their existence In tloe world. 
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This procas of emploonent that moves from prefiguration through configuration 
to the refiguration of e.periene< olfen ptactical proposals for Ji.,ng. This nar
rath.., "an:" (TN 1:52) olfen prescriptions for identily that are t•ken up and 
become constitut;..., of one's own identily through the deliberation of decision. 
the commitment of choioe, and the initiative of action. What narrati"es offer 
are lmasinary linguistic models or configurations for living that become· 
identl~able with who we are through the reconnection of art and life, that is, 
the reconnection of the world of the text to the world of Ole reader. 

While crucial with regard to his argumen~ Ricoeur readily admits to the 
clifficully posed by the intersection and reconnection of ort and life, and it is a 
problem that is not lost to his critics.' Ricoeur argues that the conned ion 
between narrative and temporal ~perience is not accidental but "presents a 
transcultural form of necessily" (TN 1:52). Narrative and time are linked by the 

• operative power of the "mimttic arc" of interpretation (TN 1:52). RiC<>eur 
explains that "time becomes human to the extent that it b articulated through 
a narrati'"' mode. and narrative attains its full meaning when it becomes a 
condition of tempo<al existence" (TN I :52). The interpretation of the temporal 
world of human experience takes place through· narrab\'e configurations that 
are shaped by prcnarrative structures and arc completed by their return to life. 
Thi• is the significance of the process of narrativization. Narrati,.., mediates 
between the seclimen~tion and inn0\'3tion of the practical field of human 
experience. Ricoeur writes: "M y thesis is that the \'cry meaning of the 
configurating operation constituti,., of emploonent is a result of its intermedi
ary position between the two operations I am calling mimesis! and mimesis3" 
(TN 1:53). 

By choosing the term •mplotm<nt Ricoeur hopes to capture the dynamic 
character of the relationship between temporal experience and narrative. The 
construction or narrative discourse is but one moment of the .. arc of operations 
by which practical experience· is undtntood (TN 1 :53). T1•e configuring act 
of narration begins with (mimesis!) "a preunderstanding of the world of action, 
its meamngful stmctures, its symbolic resources, and its temporol c~aracter" 
(TN 1:54); it finds fulfillment in the "application" ,(mimesisl) of the referential 
intention in the life of the reader or listener. "It is the task of hermeneutics ... to 
reconstruct the set of operations by which a ""rk hils itself abo>-e the opaque 
depths of living, acting. and suffering. to be gi'"'" by an author to readen who 
recci\-e 11 and thetel>)• change their acting" (TN 1:53). The term tmplotmmt 
sign1fies an intimate and necessary connectiOn between the ilories we ttll about 
ounelves and the structure of human experience from which narr-ati'"" arise 
and to "hich they return. 

Narrati\'e discourse is fot Ricoeur a reAective "'3Y station, or crlHcal 
moment of distanciation, which, while ontologically rooted in the practical 
world of experience, allOW$ for the imaginative Y.lriation of what is rccti\'Cd in 
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order that narratives may refigure or reorganiu experience into more -'"1" 
ful pahems. For Ricoeur the ultimate significance of the connection tll US 
narrative and hfe is found in the analogous transferabilily of the identity altl 
text to that of pertc>ns and communities. Si""e Ricoeur takes the fonnatioft'W 
personal and communal identity as the core of his entire in,utigation, l11i1 
intelligibiloly of this mimetic are is paramount for understanding the meani,.. 
of narratil.., identity. While there is obvious oontinuily between the creation of 
meaning in metaphor and narrative disoourse, what must be explored in greater 
detail b the power of emplotment to create an identity that leads from narrative 
to the octive moment of initiative where ~1 c-ttud C)(isting individuals assume a 
narrative configuration as their own. In other words, I want to carefully explain 
how Ricoeur understands the crcle of dutancialion and application of the ref
erential world of narrative to life . 

To accomplish this task, and to help orient myself within the vast amQunt 
of material CO\-ered in the three volumes of Time and Narrati._, I will rCYt\'111 
Ricoeur's order of presentation and examine JOme of hit eoncllllloN -
ing narrnti,.., and penonal identity before I unfolcl tht ,_ rl ••llhl 
configuration.' 

4.1 Narrath., ldentily 

Exposing a •fracture• that exists between cosmological (objective) and 
phenomenological (subjective) tirre, Ricoeur situates the production of a "third 
tin1c." Narrative time mediates and "bridges" this gap by "interwea,;ng" the 
"respective ontological intentions of history and fiction" (TN 3:245). However, 
as Ricoeur readily admits, this mediation might very well be a "sign of the 
inadequacy of our poetics to our aporetics, if there were not born from this 
mutual fruitfulness an 'offshoot' .. . that testifies to a certain unification of the 
\'arious meaning effects of narrative" (TN 3:216). The construction of narrative 
identily provides a unity of sameness and difference that bridges the gap be
"-'-een history and fiction, and in tum thot between phenomenological and 
cosmological time. 

Unloke the construction of metaphoric:~! meaning. RiC<>eur's concept of 
narrah\'e identily is a quasi«mantic entily. Although narrati•e configuratioru 
offer models for identity, the choice one makes in the appropriation and appli
cation of such narrath.., proposals transfen a semanti< lc>1ual identity from the 
imoginary mode to the practical dimension of human experience. "Here 'iden· . 
tity' is taken in the sense of a practical category" (TN 1:246). It is a poetic reply 
that is fulfilled in the initiative of action by an itlmhfiable agent that con 
"answer the question, 'Who did this?' Who is the .ogent, the authnrl' " CI'N 
3:246). 11le response to this question unifies and brin~s about a certain degree 
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of closure to the occ:ultation of the aporctics of cosmic and phenomenological 
hme. And the inte,.eaving of hislo~land lid ion• I intentJOmlities comes to 
rat with 1 reAective response to the question "Whor" 

In ~pite of Ri~ur's designation of narrative ide1ltity as a unif} ing prac
tic41 category, hi$ elaboration of its meaning calls into qumion its function. 
Nundvc Identity is supposed to gi\'e a unif)ing response to the ambivalence of 
the phlloeophie1 of time. Further, the narr.1tive formulation of rdentity is suj>
poeed to move beyond the debate of the subotantialist cogito and the anticogito 
to fi"Md• 1 110lution that c~n offtr unity of self without the dismissal of divenity 
IM olhtmett. Ricoeur explains that 

without the recourse tc> narration, the problem of personal identity 
would In &ct be condemned tq an antinomy with no solution. 
Either we mutt posit • subject identical with itself through the 
diversity of its different states, or. following Hume and Nietzsche, 
~~;e must hold that this identical subject is nothing more than a 
•ubstantulisl illusion, whose elimination merdy brings to light a 
pure nunifold of cognitions, emotions. and \'OiiliOns. 'This drlemma 
dwppcars if \\e subotitute for identity undtrstood rn the sense of 
being the same (idem), identity undtrstood in the sense of oneself 
as sclf ... mc (ooi-mimeJ (if*). The diffaencc between idem and 
if* d nothing mor~ ~n the difference between a •ubstantial or 
formal identity and a narrative identity. Sdf-samencss. "self· 
constancy; can escape the dilemma of the Same and the Other to 
the extent that its identity rests on a temporal structure that con
forms to the model of dynamic ident-ity arising from the $tic 
CO.I!.1Jl9Silion of a narrati\-e text. (TN 3:246) 

According to this formulation, narrative identity gives unity to the self by allow
ing for a transference of narrath-e unity from the story of our life to actual 
experience. Narrative models for identity "become a provocation to be and to 
a<t differently. llowever this impetw is trJnsfonned into ICtion only through a 
deci•ion v.h<reby • person SO}'l: Here I stand! So narr.1tion is not <<]Ui,-;~lent to 
true self-constancy except through this dcci.ive moment, which makes ethical 
responsrbility the highest f.lctor in sclf~onstancy" (TN 3:249). Just as narrath-e 
discourse places the dwenity of e>'l!nls, characten. and revcr>als of fortune 
under the unrty of the plot, so too does if* identity plac:e tempclr.ll di'-ersity 
under rts rule. Although these "''0 processes a.e rnterlinked by the "mimetic 
arc." the transfer from literary textual identity to penonal rdentity is actually 
more fundamental for self-constitution than the prefigurative features from which 
narroti,·e takes distance. Careful note must be taken of this correlation ber..een 
self-constancy and narrati'-e identity. Ricocur makes it quite clear that the prob
lems of personal identity can have a meaningful solution if the solution rests on 
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a tcmporol structure that in tum conforms to the cfnamic identity of a tat thot 
is produced by the ereati\1! act of trnplotment 6r narrati•'l! composition. Al
though the phenomenology of t<rnporal experience and the production ol 
nanati'-e configurations arc herrneneutically interlinked, the ultimate solution 
to the problem of identity lies within a creati,.., ac:t of imagination. Ricoew 
gives priority to the narrative funetion 01-er phenocnenologieal description.', 

R~ur readily admits the difficulty. Although narrati'-e identity is pro
posed as a poetic resolution to the problems of the dialectic of narrative and 
tempor.~l experience. "narrative identity is not a stable and seamless identity" 
(TN 3:248). The "application• of the narrative unity of a text to personal iden
tity is far from a simple act. There is no single te•1; yet, there is an agent who 
must appropriate narrative meanings to form his or her identity. 

·n,e selection of significant meanings that are to bccol"e representative 
of who I am involves a highly complex procedure spread out 0\'0r the course 
of my life. Compounding thiJ difficulty is Ricoeur'J assertion that life can newr 
offer "total mediotion• (TN 3:207). Narrative lclcntlty " •an opt4i' ,lllo 
complete, imperfect mediation, namely, the rtell!t*'ll II lilt• iiif [1 
ti'-es of the expectation of the future, the receptidiM61t .... tile 0 I II 
of the present, with no lw(hcbung into a tobllty W. - In hllltlry 1M In 
reality "'Ould coincide" (TN 3:207). There uno met.Nmrivc that can tobliu 
my experience. Narrati'-e identity is an identity of variow >tories. "Just as it is 
possible to compose sevtral plots on the subject of the same incidents ... so it 
is always possrble to .. ..,., .• difftrent, even opposed. plots about our lives• n"N 
3:2-.8). Ricoeur is convinced that within his concept of identity lies a diversity 
th•t no amount of narration can paper over and place under a unifying rule. 
"Narrative identity thus becomes the name of a problem at least as much as it 
is that .of a solution" (1'N 3:249). Therefore, the process of narrativization that 
gives configuration to the space of experience needs to be examined. Once this 
is completed. Ricoeur's concept of narrative identity and some of the critical 
difficulties that it Implies. can be addressed with greater preclllon and clarity. 

u The Mimetic An; 

Ricoeur's understanding of the concept ol namtive identity is set "ithin 
a "mimetic arc• of narrative representation that piSSCI from the practical field 
of expenence to a semantio b ·d of linguistic munin~ and back again to the 
pr.1ctical "'Orld of human a<:tion. It u a three-flcp sp1r:rl process (TN 1:53,71-
72) that advances the understanding of peno~al nnd interpersonal identity 
through n::urath-c repre~utotion of human action. Nundtivc takes dishmce from 
the practical "orld of nction by giving it a literary or imaginative configuratiun 
with regard to identity formation. Ricoeur explains that "what certain fictions 
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relath'C wlue, which SO)" th~hi• action is more >2luable than that one. These 
degrees of value, first attribu d to aetiom. can be extended to the agents them
selves, who are held to be , or bad. better or worse" (TN I :S8). Since the 
implicit meaning of the con ptual network of action includes ethical e'-alua
tion, narrative configurations of action "can never be ethically neutral" (TN 
I:S9). To represent the practical manifold is to assume an ethical p0$ition in 
rela~n to the arti~ns carried out or suffered b)' an agent or agenl!. Civing a 
Nlml""' configuration or•constructing an identifiable synthesis from heteroge
netus dcmenll of practical experience invol.-es the construction of procnpti'"' 
~ntatiom. By dm.ing on the prenarrative fealures ot prartjcal e"P"rience, 
naml!w confiauration• transform mere descripti,·e representation of experi
ence Into 1 pmcriptiw model (01 experience. 

Dcecription of the tiTIIclure of action and its symbolic mediation is predi
cated on a third and more fundamental prenamathoe fealure. The temporal 
character of experience is "implicit in" action (TN I:M). Action takes ti me to 
be accom~lished, and it is the time of action that "calls for narration" (TN 
I:S9). ~VIule narratwe_ernplotment uses various fealures described through a 
scmanhc$ ;md S)'lllbohsm of action, such organization takes place within a 
temporal mamework. The temporal structure of experience provides connectors 
ben.oeen the practical field as a whole and the imaginati'-e act of namrth-e 
C?nfiguration. To initiate action iJ to do so in the present; but the present iJ 
distended by the past and the future. The time of action has a before and alter 
a time of preparation and consequences that organizes the practical field around 
the moment of initiative (TN 1:230-233). Ricoeur explain> that thiutructure 
of "everyday praxis orden th~ present of the future, the present of the past, and 
th~ pr~nt of t.he pr~nt on terms of one another. For it is thi> proctical 
art1eula11on that conshtut~s the most elementary inductor of narrotivc" (TN 
I :60). ll1e temporal orgamzahon of the practical field provides a ground for the 
temporal organization of narrative. ' 

<.l.Z Configur<IDon 

Although the temporal o.pnlutlon of artcon iJ foundational for namrtive 
c_onfig~ration. lik~ the other prenamtive features of the practical field, its rel:>
t~on!hlp to narrative configuration It one uf "presupposition and of transforma
llon (TN l:SS). Temporal. symbolic, And •tn1ctural features constil11te the fint 
phase of a mime_tic arc. Narrative COIIhHIIIaticm presupposes a basic undcrstand
mg of the practical field, but also,notlll• a tr:msforrnation and break with the 
prartical fidd through the_ i~troducilnn uf imaginative distanciation inillated by 
the act of emplotmcnl. L1terature lo nnt life. but a representation of life. "Yet 
despite the break it institutes, literature v.·ould he: incomprehensible if it did not 
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ghoe a configuration to what was alread)' a figur<fn human action" (TN 1:64). 
~a.rrahve rep~~tation of th~ practical field ifitiates a new level of lntell~ 
b1hty on continu1ty wrth practical undentanding but takes distance from Mfe, 
through the imaginative power to undentand one's world "as if" it were dlflt-. 
ent fron1 that which has been reeei,-ed. 1 

Ricoeur treats the configurntive phase of the narrative arc ., a unified aot 
CO\'Cring the entire narrative field. Although narration Iiilis into the two great 
classifications of historical and fictional narrative, Rieoeur subjects both narra· 
live forms to the rule of the "'l<ingdom of the crt if" (TN 1:64). Performing a 
namrti\'e tpodr~ that temporarily suspends the question of literary and historical 
reference. Rieoeur focuses on the configurative J'O"'er of emplotrnent to orga
nite e>-enll and characters into a namahve whole regardless of its reference to 
the "reality of the past• or the "unreal1ty of 6etion" (TN 3:1 S7). For the purpose 
of this investigation I will accept Rieoeur's unification of the narrative field as 
justified. Since my interest lies in the correlation betv.-een the text and tht Mlf, 
the binrreation of narrative literature into hittal and filllon - 1 
extremely important in the fom1ation of differ ....... t: d 
rnunal identity,' is secondary to the fundamen 101 flltW I lit• tl 
selfhood which is predicated on the power of r-lltlon 1o 001111111011 ·~th•l• 
from the heterogeneous" (TN I :66). ~ 

The mediating function of emplotment is "derivative from the dynamic 
character of the configuring operation" (TN 1:65). To configure uperience is 
to mediate ben.-een what has been reechoed and "hat is to eome through 
various narrah\'C fonns of discoune. The s"-eeping scope of such practical 
mediation can be seen on a smaller .sc:ale "within [the story's] own textual field" 
(TN 1:6S). Ricoeur explains that the operation of emplotrnenl mediates by 
"drawing a configuration out of a simple succession" that brings "together 
heterogeneous factors" and constructs a temporal "synthesis of the heteroge
neous• (TN I :6S-66). By connecting the diversity of heteroaeneout narrative 
events in temporal succession with the central "thoucht" of an "lntcllll lble 
whole; the operation of emplotment creates a namtlva unity of Identity and 
cli\'Crsity or • ·concordant discordance· (TN I :66). ru II tht key fealure of the 
narrati'-.: arc. The poetic namrthization of expe.rienot combines an "epiaoclic" 
temporal dimension with a configuring act tltat "drlwt from this manifold of 
events the unity of one tempor•l .. ohole" (TN I, 66), Similar to the construction 
of metaphor. it is a work uf imagination that placrs ";m intuiti.-e manifold 
under the rule of a concept" (TN I :66). Aceordlft!! tu Ricoeur this affiliation 
between metaphor and narrative sterns from their "kiuship" with the Kantian 
".operation of judging," which Ricoeur has repeatedly employed •• the paradig· 
rnatic function of the imagination (TN I :66). 

\Vhilc'namti\"e imagination "extracb 01 conftgurarion from 1 succea iuu,'" 
the umty of the temporal whole that eonstil\lles the story is a poetic re.olntion 
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of the inherent tension ~en the divenity of e•oents and the odentif)ing 
theme or eoentral thought that olds the narrathoe together. Thi~ nar~ti•·e "para
dox· between the singularity o the central thought and thc divers>ty of e~'enb 
is "re10lved" according to Ricoeur by "the poetic act itself."' Cotu tructong • 
story does not overoomc the difference of "di$tenlion and intention" (TN_ 1:67), 
but malcfl this difference 'productive. n •• act of emplotment places. dtvenoty 
ol events into a temporal configuration that prO\;des a "point of view from 
wlllch the story can be pert\Oived as ronning a whole" (TN 1:67). ' t11is iJ what 
pnMdes the "story'• capacity to be rollowed .... To und~tand the story ·~ to 
uudentand how and "hy the sueccso>ve episodes led to th,. conelusoon, whoeh, 
fa &om bcina roreseeable, must finally be acttpl•b1e, as congruent ,.,th the 
cpiiOdeo bfOUiht tosether by the story" (rN I ~7). The act of emplotment 
allows the reader to live into the tempor1lity or the world unfolded by the 
configuration of events and "conveo1s the paradox into a living dialectic" (TN 
I :67). TI1e text itself is only an encoded work or cmplotment that nceds to be 
brought to life through the work of rcaden 11nd 1istenen. In other woods, the 
poetic act or emplotment is repeated every time the story is read or told in order 
to bring the story to life. 

The connection between the poetiC act or narrative composition and that 
of readong signifies the transition, within the narrath'O arc, from narrative 
configuration to refiguration. While configuration takes imagirutl\'e dostance 
from life, the act of reading reconnects language to life. It iJ h<re that textual 
identity it applied to the identity of penons and communities. With reading. 
namth-e meaning is appropriated from the virtual world of the text and incor· 
porated into the actual world of the reader ·wherein real action occurs and 
unfolds Its specific temporality" (TN I :71 ). This is the point of intert<:ction that 
ofl'en Ricoeur the promised path toward the interpretation of sei01ood; bul it is 
also a point to which some of Ricoeur's critics take great exception. 

f.l.l ~figuration 

Rlc:ocur rtfen to lk tnnsferl between namthoe texts and penoru as the 
refiguration of e"P"rience. Texts do provide models for temporal experience 
and action, but such a repertoire of pmsibilitics is more than o smorgasbord of 
possible identities; it is intended at discipleship toward selfhood (TN 1:78). For 
Ricoeur the world of the text is ultimately an ethical world instnocting the 
subject toward intersubjective action that requires stability of purpose and foith· 
fulncss toward others through a •decision whereby a penon says: Here I stand" 
( rN 3:249). The text's "provocation to be and to act differently" requires ethical 
action. and "so narrative identity is not equivalent to true self-constancy except 
through this decisive moment. which makes ethical responsibility the lnghest 
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~cto~ of self-constancy" (rN 3:249). l"enonal iitity is connecled to narrati'oe 
~dentor ">: ~y of appro~riation of models for tence, but narrative identity 
os a longuosttc. construction, whereas penonal entity is practical . The two 
forms of odenttty are intimately linked, but .it ".till belongs to the reader, now 
an _ngco~t , an initiator of action, to choose among th~ multiple proposals of 
ethoca! Jll~hce . brought forth by reading. lt 'is at this point that the:' notion of 
narrative odenlity encounters ib limit and has to link up with the nonnarrative 
components in the formation of an acting subject" (rN 3:249). The difference 
be~e~n bnguag~ and lif~, narrathoe identity and sdf-constaney, omaginathoe 
posstboloty and deasove ch01ce, needs to be kept in mind as "'e cx.mine Rlcoeur's 
concept of the refiguratiori of expencncc. 

The key to undemanding the character of the analogical tr.uufer from 
texts to persons lies in the similarity between the imaginative acl or configuration 
ond the act of reading. Ricoeur explains that "to follow a story is to actualize 
it by reading W' ( rN 1:76). ' t11e refiguration of experience is initiated and 
brought to temporary clruure through the reception of 1 nlrrltlvt work by 1 
reader. Just as emplotment is an imasinative tel lhlt ...,.lapthtr 1 tllvtralty 
of evcnb into a temporal whole, so too is retdinc llllmllfnltlvt lot that fonru 
a synthetic unity from the narrative amngement of evenll and ehar1cten. In 
thiJ serue, •if emplotment can be described as an act of judgment and of the 
productive imagination, it iJ so insofar as thiJ act iJ the joint work of the text 
and reader, just as Aristotle said that sensation iJ the common work of sensing 
and what is sensed" (rN 1:76). The act of reading engages the ,-irtual world of 
the text fi-om within the reader's actual world of experience. Not content to 
simply repeat experience. the imaginotion linl:s narrati, .. composition and re
ceptive reading to produce a unity of identity and difference within the text and 
within the experience or the reader. N:ormti•·e oonfiguration is completed through 
un act of reoding that produce• a possibility for experience which, when taken 
up through decision and aetion, refigures experience and therein penon1l iden
tity. Each time a text iJ retd the narrative arc iJ repel~; thio rwpctition takes 
pbce from the new vantqe point or penonal identity that the previout reading 
produced. 

Ukt the act of emplotmcnl, refiguration is fundtmentally producti\'e in 
nature. Reading produces • connection between the text •ncl the reader that 
allO'ol~ Ricoeur to undmtantlthc world of the text M l( it were the octual world 
of the reader. The world of the 1<-xt must become •unrcnl" tu refigure the "real' 
.fiN 3: 157). Even thoU&h l{it·ucur develops his eonl'q>t or the narrative ore by 
placing brackets around the went division of the nnrr.olh'e fie ld into historical 
and fictional narrative, the privtlegc accorded to fll'lional narrative is clear. 
llist·oric.al narrative is priuuuily :a reproductive act uf i1uagination that u.s.tumc.' 
the "reality" of the pa•t ,.., ib rtferent (rN 3: 142~1 SCo), "hereas the referent uf 
fictional narrative iJ •nppost:dly "unreal" (TN 3: I 57-179). To affect the reodcr 
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and refigure his or her experi~nce, the rtproductive work of historical na~tive 
onwt ~placed un<ler the nalc of the producti\~ work_ of ~c~on. For, as Rocoeur 
argues, only the "unreal" or imaginati, .. world of ~cb~n IS undn,dedlf reveal
ing and transfonning. Revealing. in the sense that ot bnngs features to hght that 
were concealed and yet already •ketched out at the heart of e"''enence, our 
prllCiJ. Transforming in the sense that a life examined in this way is a changed 
life another life" (I"N 3: 158). Only then can a transformation take place be
tw:en the narrati\-e P""·cr to see the temporal world of human action ,. if_ it 
could ~ inhabited by a responsoble agent, and the actual !Jeong of the agent m 
••arch of his or her identity. 

The priority Ricoel&r gives to the productive power of imagination to refigurt 
cxperlenc:c requlret that "refigurarion must free itself, once and for all, froon the 
- abuW,of reftrmcc• (TN l :l58).1fboth historical and fictional narrath-escon 
~ undentood throuch "productive reftrencc," then both narrati.e fo:ms will 
hove the capacity to produce an inn0\'3tion wothin the world of the reader. Read· 
ing is a synthetic acti\oty d1at constructs an aM logy ~tween the world of the tCJ<t 
and the reader. If the narrative form, regardless of its division into fictjonal and 
historical narratives, can produce ntch an application, then both literary forllt! 
must be undmtood in the productive mode of the ·~: 

i.2.i Reproductlv. l rruJgination 

Ricocur explains that historical narrath-es are supposed to "stand for" 
what happened in the past. "Unli~e 00\-els, h1storians' constructions do a~m at 
being reconstructions of the past ... They 01\'e a debt to the past, a debt of 
recognition to the dead, that makes them insolvent debtors" (TN 3:142-143). 
to give "intellectual articulation" to the "fcclong expressed thr~ugh this sense 
of debt" to represent the past as it really was. Ricocur employs the categories.of 
"the Same, the Other, and the Analogow· (TN 3:143). · 

Althouglt historians most assume that their narrative reconstructions cor· 
respond to pre,1ous events. this reenachncnt of the past in t\>e rnind of the 
historian can never be completely subsumed under the concept of the "Same." 
The goal of this type of historical knowk-dge is to 0\ .. rcome the temporal 
diJtance bct.oecn past ._ .. nts and the act of reconstruction. Yet the question 
renuins: "l lc>W c•n "• call an act that abnhdtes ots 01\1\ dofference in relation 
to some original ;oct of creation, re<rcation7 In a multitude of ways, the 're' in 
the term reenactment resists the opcr:Hion that seeks to wipe out temporal 
distance" (TN 3:147). 

Narrative reeooutrucbons of the l""t are qualified by a temporal differ· 
ence and distance that frustrates the uni,-cr"'l apphcation of the category of the 
"Same.· Ho~cver. the hwcne catCJ,"Pry .,r the "'()titer .. is inadequate 01 1 it11: O"'n 
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to account f?r the temporal difference ~tween the prcsont and the put. At:
cordmg to Rocoeur, the cJiicacy of the past in the present precludes a ntJ~dw 
ontology of difference. "In the last anal)~is, the notion of difference: docs not do · 
justice to what seems to he positive in the penistence of the past in the present" 
(TN 3:151 ). The difference between the past and the present is not radical. 
What Ricocur wants to develop is a historical epistemology-and an ontology 
of being as ... - that can combine the categories of the •same" and of the 
"Other" by way of tho "Analogous." "When ..-e v.ont to indicato the dolference 
~een fiction and history, "'~inevitably refer to the idea of a ccrtoin corre
spondence between our narrati\'e and what really happened. At the sam< time, 
we are well aware that this rd:onstruction is a different construction of the 
coune of events narrated" \ fN. 3: 151- 152). The desire of the historian to "ren
der (the past) its due· must, ther<fore, take into account both the reproducti,.., 
correspondence bel>\-een the narrath .. and past e-.. nts, and the temporal dis
tance >epa rating the>e e-..,nts from the narrative (TN 3: 152). 

A$ an extended. metaphor, narmtive discoune if analotloal cliMOYnt 1h1t 
sec. the world of acting and suffering a1 conficurcd In a pertlCIIIIr malllllf. In 
this regnd the historian mwt display a "double alllf)ancll on tha ont hand, to 
the constraints attached to the pri,ileged plot type; on the othor hand, to the 
past itself, by way of the documentary infonnation available at a given moment 
The work of the historhm consists in rnnking narrative structure into a 'model,' 
an 'icon' of the past. capable of 'representing' it" (TN 3: I SZ). Although Ricoeur 
is quick to point out that a narrative model of the past must not be 
"confused ... with a model, in the sense of a scale model, such as a map, for 
there is no original with which to compare this model," its "iconic ,,.Jue" can · 
be maintained if it b undentood not as "a relation of reproduction, reduplica· 
tion, ot equivalence but las) a metaphorical relation ., .{that is,fthings must 
have happened"' they are told in a narrative such as this one" (TN 3:153-154). 
The hi>tclricat' past must wume the analogow >tructure of a met•ph01ical 
narrati\'C. The past must ~ seen Gl if it happened the way the narrati'~ plot 
arranges past events; in other words, historical events come under the rule of 
the productive imagination. . 

Joining his previous analysis, in The Rule of Mftaphor. of the ontological 
significance of the .,.;r Jtructure of analog)•...Ricocur once again mal es the 
p<>l' .. r to "se-e" the past <U configured in a particular way t"orrclath-e with "being· 
as: The analogow viJion of the past goes bq'Ond hi>tnri<:al epistemology. Hi!r 
torical narrative brings "the hcing·as of the past evmt . .. to langu"llc" (rN 
3: 154). Although this ontnln~ical foundation remains relatively undeveloped in 
Time and Narrati-.., Ricocur n<~·ertheless predicato. ti n> productive analogy on 
an onalogical ontology. Ading how historical narr•ti'e can refer to the l""t 
through the act of narruti,.., emplotment or the extended metaphor, RlcO<'nr 
points out that 
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the key to the problem lies in the functioning, ,.·hich is not merely 
rhetorical but also ontological, of the "as; as I anal~ed it in the 
seventh and eighth studies of my Rule of Metaphor. What gives 
metaphor a referential import, I said, it.self has an ontologicol 
claim, and this is the intending of a "being-as . . . • correlative to the 
"Neing-a• . . ; in which the work of metaphor on the plane of I on
Ill .. • may be summed up. In other word., being it.self has to be 
mttlphorized in terms of the kinds of being--as, if we are to be able 
to 1ttrlbute to mmphor an ontological function that does not eon· 

' Indict tht vivid characttr of melllphor on the linguistic pbne; that 
•11, Ill power of •ucmenting the initial polystmy of our words. The 
lOCI j I!ICNnc• bctwetn ••ting41 and being-as satisfies this require
ment. (TN J:IU) 

The power of imagination to eonstruct a narrative configuration that stand. for 
past events or if tllcy happened that way, implies an analogical ontology where 
"bcing..as is both to be and not to bt" (!Uvt 255). In other words, historical 
narrative reprtsents the past through the analogous unity of "identity and oth
cmm" (TN 3: 155). 

Ricocur's recourse to this enigmatic ontology of "being41" is not only the 
conntcting foundation betwten the historical narrati,·c and tl~ beong of the 
past: it also performs an e-·•n larger task of legitimizing the connection be!V.-<:en 
the act of emplobnent proper and human o~rience. Histoncal narrative is but 
ont type of narrali\-<: literature that find. ib place within Ricocur's are of nar· 
rati•-e configuration. As in tht case of Ricocur's ontological reflections in The 
Rule· o( M c{aplwr. the development of an ontology of being-as takes plAce 
with in his investigation of the work of imagiotation, and is secondary to, or 
deriv-~tive of, the literary unity of identity and difference. Questions can be 
roised, however, whether the requi~mtnts for an ontology of identity and dif· 
fcrence are fully provided for from within the productiv• act of metaphor con
stnoe1ion; and >ubsrqutntly whether tht l'roblem of personal odtntoty can be 
adequately addressed from "ithin the tqncems of identity and diffcrtnte that 
arc central to narrativr discourst. Thtst questions ar< significant and •nil re
quire a thoughtful responst at the end nf my im-estigation ofRicocur's concept 
of seiR>ond. 

<.2.S Refisuration Through ~fltlw Reading 

The analogoll< relationship th1t hi;tori<-al narrative tstablishts with the 
past r<figures e~perienec by instill in& • "''""" nf ckbt through recepti,·c redding. 

ar..,ti\'t tramforrns the past inm,l!h••tiw ly by making it productiw in the 
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mo~nt of reception, that i.s. "undividedly re--ealing and lraruforrning" (TN 
3: I 58!. ~e pr~uctive work of imagination, inte"'"''~n into the « productive 
hostoncal mtention, '' thereby openins historical narrative to affect the proceu 
of ~efiguratio~. ~n this way, "all forms of writing, incl uding historiography, take 
theor place wothm an extended theory of reading. 1u a result, the operation of 
mutually encompassing one another .. . is rooted in reading .. . [and] belongs 
to nn extended theory of reception, within which the act of readmg is consid
ered as the phenomenological moment• (TN 3:100-181). Reading is a worlc of 
~pplicatlon. "It is only in reading that the dynamism of configuration eompl<tes 
ob coune. And it is beyond ...ding. in effectn-e action. i~ted by tht wo<ks 
handed down, that eonfigurabon of the text is lraruforrned into refiguration" 
(TN 3: I >S-159). Whilt rtading marks the path of narrative application for the 
initiation of meaningful action, it also marks the "inteneclion" that gives the 
"work of fiction ... [iu ) •ignificance" (TN 3: 159). The relation between 
the ''fictive world of the tt xt and the real world of the rrader'' require• "th• 
phenomenon of reading .. . [as) the neeesury mediator of rtficurallon" (TN 
3: 1 ~9). One must be able to "imagine that" (TN ' •Ill) the lim!*~~ ...Waf 
the reader can be "scen as" the world of a narratl'lt t.t In on1er 10 lniiMII'itly 
rt figurt experience. Both historical and fictional narrat!Yet rtfiiUre npcrlence 
undtr this rule of analogy, that is. under the rult of emplotment governed by 
the logic of metaphot that reconnetb art to life through the tra.ns!orrnation of 
"seeing as· into "being as.· 

This task of narrati,,. refiguration requires an act of the productl\-e imagi
nation that inter.actively ~utructs the meaning of the text. While the rhetorical 
force of the text affects the reader, the interaction between the world of the text 
and the world of the re-•der calls for an active r<Sponse on the part of the reader. 
N RiOc:teur explains, "this being.affccted has the noteworthy quality of combining 
in an experience of a particular type passivity and activity, which allows us to 
consider 3S the 'reception' of a text the very 'oction' of readin1 it" (TN 3:167). The 
effect of the rhetoric of penuasion on the reader is pudw: tht meaning of ib 
world of otherness (Till 1:78) resulb from the productlw IC!Mty of reading. 

Rieorur aceounb for thos duality ,.;thin the act of m poruive reading 
thr?ngh dialogue with Wolfpng I~ and Roman lnpnltn.'Jn particular. Ricocur 
focuses on ber's appropriation of lngarden's concept of the incomplete nature 
of literary texts- ineomplete with regard to "im .... bnilding concretization; 
roncl with regard to~he.worl~ uf the text (TN 3:167). Sint·c the te><t requires a 
reader to activate the literary intention of the "sequtowt· uf sentences," thereby 
ch:onging the fulfi llment 11f the literary intention e1d • I ionc the story is read, lsrr 
proposes that the ,text n11"t h:l\'c o "wandering virwr•>inf ' (TN 3:168). This 
concept "expresses· the twofold fact that the whole uf the text can nrvtr bt 
perc.;,~ at once and that, plocing ounelves within the literary te~t, wt tru,·d 
"'th it as our reading progresses" (TN 3:168). The ind<terrninatc nahlrt of the 
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viewpoint reveals a clj.mmic relationship comparoble to the xt of cmplotment. 
~ading is "a drama of discordant concordance" in which the a"empt to "con
cretize" the "image of the work" fluctuates between the extremes of a complete 
"lac~ of determinacy [and) . .. an excel$ of meaning" (TN 3: 169). In "this starch 
for .aoherence" the reader oscillates between the "illusion" of complete famil
iarity and "the negation resulting from the work's surplus of meaning, its 
::lMm&ntkitm, which negates all the read<r's attempts to adhere to the text 
a 11 Ill lnotrnctions .... The nght dutance from the work is the one from 
wh ... lh1 Illusion is, by tum•, irr.,istible and untenable. As fot a balance 
bot • ~ two impuU.., it is ne-.-.r xhie-.-.d" (TN 3:169). Reading is a 
"vllll.,.n.nc.· (TN ):169) that calls fot readers to eoncrctitc the image of 
the ••~~~Mt~~lh• Nfiluratlon of their 01011 experience. Ne-.-.r stahc, cvt1)' xt 
of retell111 ltllltl lnto 1 dynamic exchange betw<en the configured structure of 
the text and the imaginative world of meaning. either to fall prey to its perru•
sive force and succumb to the illuJion of familiarity, or to appropriate some 
portion of its polysemanticism in order to ~ttansform" experience. The act of 
re•ding lives within this dialectic of "freedom a nil constraint" (TN 3: I 77), that 
is. within the space of imagination that Ricocur continually describes as t~e 
interplay of activity and pas>ivity. 

Accotding to Ricoeur, the act of rec:epth-e reading must also be undrr
stood in conjunction with the "public reception of a work" (TN 3:171). Al
though cvety act of reading is an indhidual response, the meaning of the text 
is alwa)' understood by individuals in community ~th other readen and the 
traditions within which they read. Each generation responds to a text through 
its own "logic of question and ans,.-.r• (TN 3:172), hoping to find a "solution 
for which they themsel•cs must find the appropriate questions, those that eon· 
stitute the aesthetic and moral problem posed by a work" (TN 3:173). This is 
properly the \Viriungsgesclrichtc of the text, to usc here.Han..Ceorg Cadamer's 
term. In this way, the relationship between an individual and a community of 
r<aders opens subjectivity to another dimension of otherness. To understand • 
text 1$ to gain "kn""·ledge" of another world of reference in conjunction with 
olhrr readers. 

The goal of reading in community with othen is to effect a resporuc that 
produces not onl)' an inteUigible confiauratinn of the text, but more significantly, 
the refiguration of experience by way of intersubjcctive knowledge. To tnoly 
understand a text is to bring it to completion in life; therefore, "application 
orients the entire process teleologically" (TN 3: I 74). Rather than leaving the 
reader with an abstract ·recognition of the text's otherness• (TN l: 175), Ricocur 
argues that the process of narrativizaticm IIIIlS! 0\'ereome this difference by 
constructing a saml'ICS$ or identity between text and reader. Using llans Robert 
jatiSS's triadic distinction amons "poltriJ, airth..U, cathanis," Ricocur explains 
th•t the ae1thetic pleasure received fro111 the actualization of the worlcl of the 
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text, if_ it is to. return to the li\1ng ""rid of the reader, must move beyond 
ocsthehc o-perocm;e to a cathartic dToct "that is more moral than aesthetic: new 
e>'Ollua~ons, hitherto unheard of nouns, are proposed by the work, confrontl"' 
or shakm~ curr_ent .customs" (TN 3:176). The eatloartic effect ocleases the rudtr 
from the •magmabve world of rneaning to claril)o experience by means of the 
moral instruction that reading has produced. 

. Th.is ~ th~ key to ruCocur's concept of refiguration. "Thanh to the 
clanficab?n ot bron~ abou~ catharsis sets in motion a process of transposition, 
one that_ os not only alrectovc but cogniti'"' as well, something like alllgorbt. 
"hooe htstory ~be ~ced t-k to Christian and pagan exegesis" (TN 3:176). 
To refigure <xpencncc "to draw an t>nalogy betv.ttn the ""rk of mimesis2 and 
momesisl. Reading does not merely otract moral content &om the configuration 
of the te-xt: but attcm!'tt to forge a conjunction of identity between text and 
reader. Th11 ITanspoSihon of n~ <'Wiuations and norms requires tloat the reader 
actua~ize them in the intersubjective world of agents and patientt. The reader 
nmst odentol)o with, and take responsibility for, the cathartic aftct that lmpiOII on 
the moment of initiative ond action, the moment thll cltAntl who w - Ill 
other words, the narrative arc is completed with an .UIIDrialni.,Piotlton ollhl 
Wotld of the text in the immediate world of the reader. i ut .Jnea tha namtt"' an: 
~rrns the nec:essaty mcam for undemanding experience, to understand the text 
IS to make one's oo.n subjectivity identical with that proposed by the text. This is 
not only an identity ";th regard to the content of the text, fot the '""'Y structure 
~the text bceotnes identical. with the reader through cathartic application. See
rng Ontt;tl{ as that proposed bY the text bceotnes, h)· means of choice and action 
being ontu!l{ as that proposed by the te-xt. Refiguration transforms more tha~ 
moml evaluations, the very subjectivity of the one who accepts responsibility for 
his or her actions configured by the world of tl1e text becomes transformed by the 
]>OIIibilities the world of the text prOilOS<:S. 

This s?lution cr~teJ many problems. Ricoeur recognize• the paradoxical 
n:oture of hos formulation of rcfiguration and points out .... ra1 "dialectical 
tensions" that need to be taken into consideration if hit pn1p011l for narrative 
identity is to be made productive (TN 3: 177-179). 

first of all, the work of imagination allows tha ratdtr to take distance 
from the "narrator's vision of the world; but the raedar I• ucvertheless con
strained by the "force of <'Omiction" or "stratecy of peDIIU>ion" the author 
employs to communicate hi< or her worldview. Althon.l(h tins "dialectic be
tween freedom and con1tr•int. internal to the crc•tiw process," requires a 
"struggle" toward a "fusion of horizons of the expechlliwo of the text with those 
of the reader," t.he tension ihdf is not resolved 1nd IM>tlo poles of the dialectic 
stand over and against cudo in "precarious peace" (TN 3:17.7-178). 

Sec-ond. this ceuuticon cof hostiloty follows only if the seduction uf tlo< 
norr•tive \'Dice is juxtapo>Cd to the imaginati'-e distam:e demanded by the rCIIck·r 
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to awid the "tenor of the text. E•-en though Ricoeur explains that "this ascii· 
lation between Same and Other is overcome only in the operation character· 
izcd by Gadamer and )all$$ as the fusion of horizons ... (which is) an analogizing 
relation; it is only "held to be an ideal type of reading" (I'N 3:178). In fact, the 
tension between text and reader, or the Same and the Other, is ne-·er com. 
pletely overcome; rather, the analogizing relation is an "imperfect mediation" 
in which the Same and the Other continually struggle not necessarily for domi· 
nonce 0\-tr each other, but for the creative fonnation of an "open-ended, in
complete" analogous relationshop bel\\·een them (I'N 3:207). 

Third, this conRict for the "isslle• of the text is placed more squarely on 
the shoulders of the reader than on "the world the work projects." The dialectic 
between the world of the text and "sheer subjectivity of the act of reading" (TN 
3:179) sJves primary mponsibility for the construction of meaning to lhe reader 
in community with others. This, according to Ricoeur, gives the reception of 
the work a ''historical dimension· and .-.us for a "chain of readin&~'' to address 
the quC$tion: "Whal hi<torical horizon lw conditioned the genC$iS and the 
dfect of the wor\: and limits, in tum, the inlerpretation of the present reader?" 
(TN 3:175). But the connection between the historical community and the 
individual reader is secondary• and "remains under the control of the properly 
hermeneutical question-what does the text say to me and wlut do I say to the 
text7" (TN 3: 175). Therefore, tloe hermeneutical issue of the text, in spite, of the 
conftict between the Same and the Other, and freedom and constminl, is fo
cu~ed on the mponM to the text of an indi,;dual reader ruled by the productive 
imacin.tlon. • 

These pa,.doxleal futures are cha,.,ctoristic not only of lhe acl of 
refigu,.,tion, but abo of its productive solution, namely, narrative identity. Rtad· 
ing allows for the analogical transfer of the configured lesson of the texl to the 
reader. Through the distance the imacination lakes from experience, the hu· 
man world of action is transformecl under the re6gu,.,th-e power of reading 
itself. As Ricoeur explains, "readinc appeurs by turns as an inlerruplion in the 
course of action and :rs a new impetus to •ction" (TN 3: 179). h is bOth a "st>sis 
and an impetus to lake distance from, and to act in the actual world ofhum•n 
action and sulbing. Reading opeN an imagmati\-e space Mthin experience to 
affect experience. In !his space of experient-e an analogous connection is made 
between the idenlity of texts and that nf rcrsons, u space within which the 
imagination is reconnected with life In nnlcr lo initiate action. 

The narrah\"e rdiguration of exp<rieucc completes its trajcelory with the 
initiation of action. ·nuough el\Odet and U<lion narrative possibilities become 
represcntalive of lloc ocling subject and ht'<"'"" part of the production of one's 
narralive identity. Yet, this "p,.,ctical" "''lution of identity has problems of its 
0\''tl. In partieular, R1coeur's explanation of the means for the analogical trans
fer of identity pushes the question nf agency tn lhe forefronl bul docs not seem 
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able lo give an ocoounl of who this agenl is. In fact, Ricocur takes what appears 
lo be a step ba,ckward from a deccnltcd narrative retrieval of selfhood, and 
calls for the phenomenological recovo of tho "I will; tho "I can." and the "I 
do," present in the analj~is of action. 

Employing Reinhart Koselleck's distinction between the • 'space of • · 
pcricnce' and 'horizon of expectation'· ('T'N 3:208), Ricoeur unfolds a htrme
noulic of historical consciomness that inlerprets the immedncy of the analogous 
transfor as "present initiative" distended by the expectation o( tho future and the 
dl'ect of the pasL This is I he space of experience in which the Other and I he 
Same, identity and difference, are broughl together under the unifying rule of 
the analogous. The distance of the Other is brought close lo I he Same through 
a "beginning" of action in the inlellUbjecti\-e world of actual experience. 
Ricocur's "proposal" is "to connect the two ideas of making-present and initio· 
tive. The presenl is 1hen no longer a category of seeing bu1 one of acting and 
suffering. One verb expresses this better than all the substanlivt forms, includ
ing that of presence: 'to begin.' To begin is to &ivc a new coune to thl"'l, 
starting &om an initiative lhat announces a continuation and hence optN 
somclhing ongoing. To begin is to begin to continua-a work hu to follow" 
(TN 3:230). The beginning of action initiattt the traNitlon from a world of 
possibility to the actual work of identity formation by an agent who must as
sume rC$ponsibility for "'hal is done. In the prC$Cnl the "provocation to be and 
acl dilferenlly ... is lransformcd into action only through a decision whereby a 
penon says: Here I stand!" (TN 3:249), this is who I am, and 1hiJ is whal I have 
donet I am the 011e who is Mlling to :accept responsibility for this :action! 

The space of experience is the d)11amic of decision or the momcnl of 
innovation in relalion to our histOI)' c>f sedimcnled choice. Here identity is 
for01ed through the application or analogical transfe.~ of lexts to penons. But if 
the present space of experience is the place where penonal and communal 
identity is formed, the pl:ace where I exchange my qo for a self di.scipled by I he 
other, who is this "I" that takes a stand? Who is thb "I" that wills to be constant 
in relalion lo anolher? For Ricocur, in Time and Ntmatiw, the "Who?" is 
answered through "!be plwes tra'-ersed by a gmenl analysis cl initiati\'t. Through 
the ' I can,' initiath-e indicates my JXI"cr; through the ' I do,' it becomes my act, 
through inlerference in inteMntion, il inscribes my act in the course of things, 
thereby making the lived present coincide with the particular instant; through 
the kepi promise, it gives the present the force of prtterving. m short, of endur· 
ing" (TN 3:233). While s11ch descriplion might UO<'IIvt'f meanings of agency. 
what remains unelear is why Ricoeur could not clrV<'Iop such an analysis of 
aclion wilhoul recourse lo lhc concepl of narrative ockntity. But more impor· 
tanl, whal dOC$ such de.cription re•lly say about "loo this "I" is? Is lhls "I" 
myself. the self, oneself, my <l'J. my subjectivity, nry i1k-ntity, or "oneself u lit' If· 
same fsoi·mern<] (ipH)" (TN l :Z46), lhat is"selfuconstllncy" (TN 3:247)? RlcnC'ur 
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uses these terms intetchangeably; their m<aning is ambiguous. Howe-on. with 
the publication of On~/{ as Another. Rlcoeur exerts a tremendous .!fort to 
clarify such confusion. 

~.J Nerrative Identity Between Art and Life 

IUcoeur's proposal for the analogous application of the lesson of the text 
to tile IC1\lll world of the reader is convincing in its simplicity and power to 
rahlpl the "''Orld of human action. While Rlcoeur points to the fonnation of 
na1"11111w Identity u the productive resolution to the tension between art and 
life, ht lallllo provlcle the reader of Timt ond Norroliw with a more exphcit 
explenetlon ol whet he means by identity. E•..,n though this concept of 1dentity 
is presumed from the beginning of the first volume of Time ond Norrati••e, 
Ricoeur offers us little more than scant reference to the term without funher 
elabomtion. Yet the clarification of this concept is crucial not only for cxploin· 
ing the process of the nanativization of experience, but also for undelllanding 
Rlcoour's formulation of selfhood as developed in Onnelf tu Another. There
fore, further exploration of Rleoeur's oonoept of nanati"e identity is warranted. 

In an article entided "The Text as Dynamic Identity" ( 1985), Rlcoeur outlines 
the central features of the 'l'P" of identity that arise from the poet.ic composition 
of a text. The problem of the identity of the text is £0< Ricoew ooe among many 
other phllooophical problems tied to the qucotion of identity in general. It is 
Rlcoeur's hope that the investigation of the ·~namic identity" of narrati•-c texts, 
"in apite of the deliberate narrowness of my starting-point, . . . will release some 
broader vista from which to survey the act of poetic composition that Ari~tode 
ca.lled poiesis and will also give us access to those features of poinit which support 
procedures of identification compatible with its various modes of historicity" (TDI 
I 75- 176). Although specific to the nanath.., text Rieoeur's proposal for a point of 
orientation within the broader philosophical question of identity will become the 
paradigmatic solution for the question itself. 

One of the key difficulties of the question of identity is its di.Uion into 
mut~lly exchuh-c altemati•-es of either identil)• as samcnar or identity as dif. 
frrwncc. While neither altemali\ .. provides an adequate solution in isolation 
from the olhcr, Ricoeur attempts to combine both concepts int.o a productive 
mediation that oicers clear of two "pitfalls: that of taking identity in the too 
narrow "'""' of lngicol identity, or of i11dulging in the delights of the game of 
sameness n11d diff<rcnce" (1'01 175). lly >Otting up the probleu1 of identity as 
a p.11h to be navig-Jicd between these lwn cxlremt'$, Ricoeur offers o concept of 
identity that is a dyHumic unity of sameness and diff~re11Cc.11 

Building on hi> model of the linguistic creation of meaning. Ricoeur 
develops four "propositions" essential lo hi• concept of dynamic identity. f'im 
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of all. this co~cept of identity mwt be able to gather di• .. rsity into a unified 
woole. Na~t"-e ~plotrnent as a "synthesis of the heterogeneous· is paradig· 
mahc of thiS funcbon. Emplotrnent combines "events or incidents ... circum
stances, agents, interactions, ends, means, and unintended results, [into) an 
iutdligible whole which always allows one to ask about the 'theme' of the story• 
f!"?l 176). Nanation combines • vosl diversity of "foaturcs" into a single orga· 
noz.mg theme R•coour refers to as "a eoncordanl~scordant whole." Narrnling a 
scnes of ovents is to "mediate" between the singularity of the "serial order• of 
the "'hole story and the di,..,,.ity of features necessary for the story to be told 
(TDI 176). Further, it is a temporal mediation between the "story's incidents 
whoch corutitute the epUodic side of the story; and the "eonfiguratiorull act of 
namoting" that brings about "mtegration, culmination, and closure· rrol 177). 
'11>e •)nt~~is con~cted by the act of cmplotmont Jets the temporal whole or 
I he orgamzong semi order of lhe story's theme in relation to the heterogeneous 
dl\<trslty of temporal e•·enls and features. Ricocur likens the temporal mediation 
of emplotment to a mediation "bel....,en time as pa11age and time ea duretion" 
(TO I 177). The synthetic activity of emplotment conatrucll 1n cndurtnc tern· 
poral theme or concordant whole from the divenity of evenll end prenerrative 
features that are subject to "the pure, discrete, and interminable auceession" of 
the passage of time. Thrrefore, the identity of a tat is linked not only with the 
central theme of the story, but "'th "what is enduring in the midst of what is 
passing """>" (TDI 177) within the temporality of the story told. 

The ability to construct a synthetic unity from heterogeneous ,,.motive 
f<atures is a form of imaginati\<t intelligibility. This is Rieocur's J<eond pmposi· 
lion. Emplotment "grasps together" an array of various C\'Cnts and features and 
places them under the rule of nanari•-e. It is like the Kantian concept of judging 
thai places ''some intuitive manifold under a rule. 11ris is precisely the kind of 
wlxumption that emplotrnent <xecules by putting events und<r the rule of a story, 
one and complete• (TDI 178). The imagination generates narrative rules for 
subsumplion of intuiti"" dh-ersity. Just as the creation of new meaning "connects 
the le>-el of understanding and that of intuition by genentinc e new synthesis, 
both intellectual arK! intuitive, .. . emplotment gene.ralc1 a mixed intelligibility 
between "trat can be called the thou&flt - the theme, or the topic of the stol) 
and the intuili\.., presentation of circumstances, chanacten, episodes, cha11geS of 
fortune, etc." rrDI 178). NalT'Jii•-e intelligence graspo the whole through its 
constitutive elements, but the intelligible rule or thought lhnl go•-cms the mean
ing of events is of a practical ruther than theoretical nature. The central narrati,.., 
"thought" universalizes the clivcr.ity of narrative feah"'" hy providing a pcdagogi· 
cnlmodd of human expcricm•c. As Ricoeur points m1t, poetry has the "capacity 
10 'leach'. r rDI 177), In Clfl;)lllli.C fc:~tures ofhumanc·xpcrience into u l"'rticniM 
pattern or configuration I IIlli rt'I><C:SCnls arK! imitates thc· practical world of 11ctiuu. 
The nanati> .. function. jtl>l os the metaphofical fuuc1ion oi the im"8illlltic••· 
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creates new meaning but at a level that provides a modtl {or action b,• providing 
o narrative modtl of action. 

The universalizing or paradigmatic function of the narrative imagination 
is not Mtic. Identifying a particular narrative schematism means to set it within 
a .,.,..live tradition that has developed around a plot typology. This is Ricoeur's 
third proposition concerning the dynamic identity of the text. To identify a text 
b to place it within a living tradition that "relies upon the interplay between 
lnnOYitlon and sedimentation" of narrotive modeb (TO I 181 ). Such a tradition 
hM lpldfic narrative forms, genres. and lypes from wh ich "we get a hierarchy 
of pllldlcmo which are born from the work of the productive imagination at 
th• e.wnl lcwlo" nt>l 181). While the reception of sedimented n.1rrah'~ 
m~ pro¥idll Nl• for the Initiation of new narrative worb, the matrix of 
imacfnatlw ICIIvily thet acne11tes nmati,·e schemata dOd not li>-e in the vir
tue! world of namtologlcal structure, but exists through the creation of "a 
singular work,thit work" (TDI 182). The narrative imagination functions in the 
exchange of received rules for the creation of narrJtive meaning. and the inno
vali\~ creation of new narrati'~ meaning that may augment or change entirely 
the rules for modelmg human action. Ricoeur explains that "each work is an 
original production, a new existent in the realm of cbscou~. But the r.-~~ 
is no less true: innovation remains a rule-governed behavior. The work of unagi· 
nation does not start from scratch. It is connected in one wny or another to the 
paradigms of a tradition• nt>l 182). The act of narrative emplotment is a forrn 
of rule.sovemed dcvietion, where poetic creation lives in a dynamic spiral of 
sedimentation and Innovation. 1b identify a text is to 6nd its "point of <quiltl>
rium between the process of ledimcntation and the process of inOO\-ation, and 
implies a twofold identification, that of the paradigms that it exemplifies and 
that of the deviance that measures ib nO\'<'Itf (TDI 183). 

·n,c identity of a text and the question of identily as a whole finds its 
fonnal conceptualization in this duel or dialectic-•1 concept of identity. A nar
rati,.., is a producth~ work that combines the unifying function of emplotment 
with the dh-.:rsity of narrati>~ features; it p!O\ides unh~nal teaching modds {or 
aetion by constructing narrathoe models of action; its production marb a point 
on a line between the sedimentation end innovation of such pedagogical para
digms. The dialectic tension central to each of these narrative propositions gives 
the concept of identity its dynamism. Identity does indeed provide unily, but it 
is a provisional nnity that continually truvds between sameness and difference, 
• practical unily that offers instruction {nr life by bri"!l imtructed by life. Since 
emplotment is the activity of imaclnativc configuration, a-ery effort of telling. 
writing. or reading a story takes a different position on the line between sedi
mentation and innuvation. In this setuc, every act of emplotment is different, 
yet every act still rcu111ins a synthetic nuion of the heterogeneous, a model for 
action, and an instant-iation on the continuum between received nales and new 
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narrative structures. The dialectical tension that this conce1>t of identily exhibits 
makes the process of identification a truly dynamic undertaking. 

Ricoeur combines these three features of identily with regard to texts into 
a larger dialectic that allov.'S for the _tnnsfer~n<;e of this.~mic cone~ of 
identity to the 1eader. Ricoeur expbtns that tlt.s onl~ ~thm the d)1>3mte of 
meaning and existence that identily comes to hfe. Th~ 11 the _fourth and final 
proposition: "as a d)'llamic identity. it emerges at the mtersecbon bet,.~en the 
world of the text and the world of the reader. It is in the act of reading that the 
capacity of the plot to transfigure experience is actualir.ed" (TDI 183). As we 
have seen in the chapter dealing with Ricoeur's herrncneutical phenomenology 
(see 1.4), the productive i~nation spir~ fo,.-ard. m~ng betw..:n the poles 
of distaneiation •nd belonging. By followmg the ascendtng movement. created 
by linguistic works, a world of possibilily i.s opened in front of COnSCiousneu 
which can become a new mode of belongmg. The world proposed by the text 
becomes the critical counterpart of the immediate world to which the reader 
belongs. The interpretive relationship between text and reader is th~ "intene~
IIOn" at whkh the possibility of the world of the text b actualized tn Ita apph
cation to life. It is the point at whtch the "inside world" of the text an~ the 
"outride world" of the reader are intertwined to such en m~nt that the Inter
pretation of the dynamic identily of the text becomes the mterpretabon and 
"disclosure'' of a possibility to be actualized by the reader (TDI 183). 11le 
n:arrative world with its unifying plot and diversily _of ch.aracters and ~vents " 
tnnsferred through reading to the reader, who_ also mh~btts a "-orld ~r horuon 
of the circumstances and the interactions which constttute the proXImate ... -eb 
of rdationships for each agent" nt>l 183). . . . 

Rieoeurs four propositions concerning the dynam•t tdenhly of the text 
give articulate shape to the matrix of activity that defines the process of 
rcfiguration. The interactive dynamic of t~ and re~d~r lS ·~~tal for the for
mation of identity. Narration or emplotment IS the ach~ty of gtvmg s~ape to !he 
,.-orld of meaning. but it abo implies • passive receptiOn of the sedtmentahon 
of tndition. Tins is equally true for the identity of the r~er, who co~figures 
the meaning of the text by being configured by the text. R1coeur expbms that 
"to follow a story is to tnact or rHrtacr it by reading. If, therefore, ~m~lo~ent 
may be described as an act of judgment at the level of the produchve tmagma-

t·0 this is so to the extent that emplobnent is the joint work of the tc•t and 
' n. • I •~ of ·ts reader in the same way that AriStotle called sensahon I te common wor. 
:he ·se~· and the ·sensing' • ( 1"01 I S4). To form one\ uwn identity the agent 
must synthesize the heterogcn<-ous, the diffe~t, the. uther. The agent must 
gather together into a unifictl whole the di~entty of I ~·~ or her expenence and 
must be able to univer1111i1.c his or her action as a ltvmg model for otl~ers to 
read. For Ricoeur, the formation of our identity. r;~ 1uucs the su~umphnn uf 
difference under the unifying rule of our choice, tnth.thve, and aebon: hut dtK"' 
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such •"Oiuntary unification place di•'ersity and difference under the rule of the 
some? D"Oe$ the fonnation of personal identity require the reduction of differ· 
ence to the singularity of the ll())untary "l will''? 1$ Ricocur reaffirming, ulbcit 
in nanati.., form, that "the will ;, the one which brings order to many of the 
in...luntory" (FN 5)? 

The ligni6ance of thu problem should not be underestimated. N. Slake is 
Rlcoew'1 uoertion that narrath't not only can refigure <Xp<rienc"t but that it has 
the CIJ*lty to refigure and lr.lruform the identity of the reader, that u, ~oe cia om 
thlt lit can and should transform life. If, hO\\'e\'tr, Ricocur's model of refigurative 
tr1Nionnatlon simply repeats the phenomenological insight (Wtsentlthau ) of 
volllllilly tlf1111ll rity (the "I will") over and against involuntary otherness. then 
RJcoeur't ontolap.l!pKUIItioru regarding selfhood, and the process of narrotive 
clltdpl..hlp, m.ty be tim ply nothing more than a sophiJticated •'e!Sion of wl"'t has 
alretdy been " 'Or\cd out in l'mdom and NatuJY. So how does Rk'Ocur's under· 
standing of narrative religuration advance his unclcntanding of sdlhood wid>OU~ 
on the one hand, simply fec'O\'tfing a preexistent model of the voluntary cogito 
"'ithi1'1 the semantic structure of nanative discourse, and on the other hand, not 
udvocate a radical discontinuity between the prenarrative phenomenological fea· 
tures of consciousnes. and the reader's refigured identity? 

Although Ricocur's narrative arc is precisely intended to circunwenl such 
mutually exelwive altemati•es of either the artistic dct<rrnination of life or the 
reduction of art to mere represenl2tion of some form of original experienc't, he 
neverthelns is deeply concerned that the ·,""Y thorny problem to reeonnoc:l 
literature to lifr by mu ns of reading" (OA I )9) will expose a fiuure that may 
exist between lhem. 11 Hence, Ricocut'• attempt to "attack" and ~roome "the 
paradox we are considering here: stories are recounted, life is Jived," must also 
oddress the que•tion of "on unbridgeable g;op [thnt) seems to separate fiction 
and lifo!'' (LQN 2>). 11ois problem not only animates the production of narra· 
tive identity, but has initiated sharp debate among JOme of Ricoeur's critics as 
" ell." This u particullll) true of llivid Carr." who takes Ricoeur to task for 
adopting :Lposition that oornes closc: to the "standard view," which assumes that 
the narrati•-e "form is 'imposed upon' reality .. (and that) it di.torts life. At best 
it oonJtii\Jtes an es<tpe. a con.solation, at wor>l an opiate, either as self..lelusion 
or . . . imposed from without by some authml tative narrative voice in lhc inter
est of manipulation :md J>OWtr. In either case it is ~n net of violence, a betrayal, 
an imposition on rtality or life and ou oursel\'t.'$"'14 Ahhough Can hesitates to 
ofl'er o definitive jndgmcnt, stating that "! ""' not aure where the author [RicocurJ 
stands on this iS><oc," he nevertheless •l•ows lottie appreciation for Ricocur's 
formulation of the relationship betv.'ecn roamoll\"e and life. 

Carr argues that Rocoeur has in fad r~.,-crsed the proper order and should 
ha•·e placed th< pricrnty on the phencmocronlogy of temporality, which doould 
pro,~de the dynamic "itructure for the tutmthvh·ntion of experience. Arcorcling 
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to Carr, narratives should conform to the descriptivt features of temporality and 
not the rever>e. Carr orguts that art should be the reproduction and discovery 
of experience "mirroring the sort of activity of which life consists"(OPR I 72), 
not its creativ< production. Critiquing Ricocur's dialectic of narrati.., conoord 
and temporal dise'Ord Carr writes: "If li•'ed temporality is essentially (of not 
cornplet<ly) discordant, and if art-NrTation in par1icular- brings COOC'Ofd, 
then art cannot be the simple imil2tion of loft, in the serue of mirroring or 
representing it. Narrati\-e mimesis for RiC'Oeur is not reproduction but produc
tion, invention. It may borrow from life but illraouforrns it" (OPR 170). Fearing 
that such production implies that temporal experience lacks any structure or its 
own, and therefore that Rlcoeur needs to ;(describe a world at if it were wh:Jt 
apparently ... it in f>cl i> not" (OPR 171 ). Carr asks if Ricocur does not end 
up equating the difl'erenee between art and life with "the difference ber..'een 
the chaotic and the formed, the confused and the orderly." If this is true, then 
it · ,.'OUJd seem to amount to the assertion that life cannot be li•'ed without 
literature" (OPR 173). 

'lb justify such a critique or Ricoeur's position Carr would have to dem· 
onstrate that the temporal structure of txistence is In lict within the rulm of 
description apart from narration, and this Ricocur believes to be impos.sible." 
Through careful examination of the best exampl<s of the phenomenology of 
time Ric'Oeur demonstrates how they orcate some of th< very problenu th•t it 
seeks to reso),.., (lN 3: 12-96). According to Ricoeur, without tire mediation of 
namled tim< and the production of narrati•-e identity, temporal experience 
remains without a \'oice. · A life is no more than a biological phenomenon as 
long as it has not been interpreted" (LQN 27-28). To predicat<, as Carr does, 
personal or communal identity on a pure phenomenology or ontology of ltm· 
porulity sets aside the necessity of the mimetic relationship between narrative 
art and life, which calls for choiet and action that can transform the "space of 
experience," and not simply duplicate it. 

Cary Madison. ~..,...,r, argues the contrary. Quoting Ricoeur. he CX· 

pJ.ins that existence "cannot be separated from the ~unt we can gh.., of 
ourselves. It ;, in telling our own stories that ""' gi•-e ouneh'es an identity. We 
r<eognize ourselves in the stories we tell about ourse)..,., It makes little drffer· 
e11ce whether these stories are true or false, fiction as well as verifiable history 
provides w with an identity" (I IP 95). MadiJOn goes on to explain that "when 
we seek to understand human C'\>ents, which is to uy. nction, to account for 
them. the giving of an account invariably assumes the form of telling a story. 
To nndersl2nd an experience <K an event is to make S<1c<e of it in the form of 
a story .... Text and action arc quite simply insepa111hle" (HP 97-98). Although 
Madison appears to be simply rC\Iating Ricocur'1 lllldcr>1•nding of the relation· 
ship between narrative end life. he 12ka a position wloich, according to C•rr·., 
;'st:andard model," would diM'tllltlC'CI narrati\'e even u•ure from life. 
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Conlrary to Caris cririquc of the inadequacy of Riroeur'• concept of 
narrative invention, Madison faulb Ricoeur for the narrative or metaphoric 
•disco'wy" of life or so-called reality. "Metaphorical discourse ' is indeed cre
ative and inventive, and yet, this cr1ation is a discovery. Ricoeur seems to be 
oaying thnt there are in some sense or other. certain objc<:tivc 'essences' which 
language articulates-although it may only be able to do so in certain cases 
when it is used creatively, innowtivelf (H P 82-83). This reference to ·objec
tive essences; or one could also oay to extralinguistic reality. Maduon finds 
troubling. For Madison language does not refer to a "reality" out>ide language; 
rather •the ... orld referred to by language is wlut it is only became of the way 
it is linguistically referred to. The world, in short, is a function of language .... 
Strictly spukinc. there would no longer be any exlralinguistic reality to which 
languaae eould be taid to refer; reality would be constituted different!)' in ac
oordance with the different ways we use to speak about it, and, in the final 
analysis, there would be as many 'realities' as there are language•" (HP 83-84). 
Even though Madison admits that Ricoeur would "express reservation" about 
such interlingui.stic refetence to "re~1lity," mctaphotical invention is .. the only 
means for talking about them (things! meaningfully and truthfully and in • 
direct and straightforward fashion• (HP 85). Reality is an invention of language 
and not it> disc<l'-ery. "Reality is nothing other than a metaphor which is taken 
literally and is btli~ in" (HP 85). For Madison the only rdattonship of 
eonKquence is the narrati•-e refiguration o( experience. It matten little that 
narratives mirror life; what mat1ers more is that life is contimully tr.msformed 
by the power of metaphor and narrative. •[T]he real 'meaning' of a metaphor 
lies not in what it 'says' but in what it 'shows' ... what it does, the perlocutionary 
effect it has on us .... I am not oaying that metaphors have no meaning. I am 
saying that their meaning is their power to effect a change of attitudes, direc
tion, and, ultimate!)·, understanding of the part of the listener or reader" (HP 
I 50). Since "reality" is the product of a dead metaphor that had a profound 
perlocutionary effect on the part of a •be!iC'I·er," Carr's complaint that the 
"$1:andard Vlew" impcl$0$ narrative on life makes little ~o= to Madison outside 
some sort of rational essentdlism. 

Both Carr and Madison raise Important issues with regard to Ricoeur's 
undentanding of the relatioruhip betv.-een art and lifl!; but th= alternath•es of 
· sheer change and absolute identity" (LQN 33) seem to undo tloeir own critieal 
petitions and point to a solution that Ricoeur's unique fomoulation of the nar
rative arc h•s already taken into comideration. In wishing to move hcyond 
Ricoeur's dialectic of creation and dilt"very of extralinguistic reolity, Madison 
appears to be supporting a view of language that is only creative, cut off from 
any underlying temporal structure. Yet Madison ma1ces a connection between 
art and life much in the same way as Rot"Oeur does between metaphor/narrative· 
and the pre narrative: features of temporal experience. Madison writcoo that •re-
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aioty in the ordinaoy sense, the so-called extralinguistic referent or language, .is 
thoroughly relati\'< to language it.elf and is its 'product,' but rollity In the 
deeper sen>e (what we might call 'being') is not detenninate (has no essenoe) 
and is not the product of language but is it> creative source. And this source 1.s 
to be located in the lived experience which oil humans share in, In one form 
or another" (HP 8&-87). Although Madison qualifies this deeper meaning of 
•hcing" by explaining that "as its creative source, it can be .aid to be what is 
analogically common to all the creative or metaphorical, i.e., 'anological,' uses 
of language" (HP 87). he ~-.rtheless concludes that creath-. language gr.,.. .. 
out of experience before it forms experimce. Isn't this precisely Ricoeuo's point, 
that narrath'C configuration is preceded by prenarrati>·e features that provide the 
resources for narrati\'e creation? And im't the narrati>-e and metaploorocal cre
ation of reality also a discovery of the source that gives it life? 

David Carr's rejection of the narrative refiguration of experience suggests 
th>t narrative meaning can only be a discoveoy of a more fundamental temporal 
experience. Yet even a reproductive view of narrative cannot dismiss its power 
to transform experience through action. If experience can be told, aurely the 
purpme of such a story Is not jwt to catalogue experience, but to inform readers 
of the meaning of experience and add something to the reader's self-under
stonding. Wouldn't this type of expanded self-undentanding be a lraruforrnation 
of experience, a call to be ond aet in a manner that is different or other than 
the way one had previously acted? In other words, doeon't Carr, due to his 
preoccupation with the fear of fictional •iolence, miss Riroeur's point about the 
narr•tive function of refiguration7 

Brushing aside Carr's accusation that he is an advocate of the "Siandard 
view; not to mention his ridiculous claim that "perhaps the proponents of the 
stondord view just read too many stories and lead very dull or ciu«ered lives• 
(OPR 166), Ricocur argues that the alternotive of either the narrative "distortion 
of life. or it> representation" (OPR 180) is too restrictive. Ricoeur goes on to 
explain that "the concept that I proposed of a re6guration which \\'Ould be at 
once 'rC\'tlatooy' and 'lransformah•'<' seems to me to introduce a eoncept of 
representation which does not omply a morror rdation ... (but) escapes the 
dilemma according to which either hostOI)' falsifies life, does it •iolence, or 
reRecb it I wonder if a standard model exists under which one may group every 
author mentioned and which oonitrains each to a )'es or nn aooswer" (OPR 180). 
Narrotive representation is for Ricoeur always a prodm·livc reproduction, a 
creative innovation in counc:ction with a discovered St'tlilucntation, a dynamic 
process in which he "believes thut it is possible to avoiol tioe alternative proposed 
by David [Cart] and ioutoacl embrace both horns uf tioc diloonona: a /i(•..m 
search of it> own hi•torl (OPR 181). 

This iJ the central point of Tirow and Na,.,.,tiw: individuals and C<Jnunu· 
nities are in search of their n"rratove identity. Life lout.• for narrative> that will 
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gi"e a meaningful configuration to e•ents both carried out and suffered. Nar· 
rative identity is both an innovation that adds something new to the "space of 
experience" and a discovery of our inchoate story. It gives a configuration to life 
in order that it can become a configuration for life, that is, a prescriptive 
innovation thai tran.sfomu c:xpt:rience. Discovery and innovation are not 
eonfticting altemati•es that caned each other out: ratoo, they foon'the core 
dynamic of Ricoeu(s proposal for identity and sellhood. 

Our life, when then embraced in a single glance, appears to us as 
the field of a constructive activity, borrowed from nanutive under
standing, by which we aHempt to discover and not simply to impose 
from the ouuidc the na"ati~e idtntity which corutituter u•. I am 
tiTeaaina the Clpreqlon "narrati'"' identity" for what we call subicc· 
tivity it neither en incoherent series of events nor an immutable 
submntiality, impervious to C\'Oiution. This is precisely the sort of 
identity "flich narrath"' composition alone can create through its 
dynamism. (LQN 32) 

For Ricoeur this discovery of one's nanutive identity mitigates the violence of a 
literary artifice. And the construction of one's narrative identity plays with pos
sibilities for subjecti•-ity through the "na"ativt >'Oiett which constitute the sym· 
phony of great works such as epics, tragedies. dramas and no•·els" (LQN 32). 
One's narrative identity is a composition of a musical score fashioned from the 
ceeophony and lack of dctenninacy of our temporal experience. It is bo4h a 
disconnection and reftection of life that can dismiSt the opposing accusations 
of sheer change or absolute sameness by proposing a dynamic concept of oden. 
lily that is a unity of someness and difference. 

Therefore, in response to the question concerning the relation between 
narrative art and life, Riooeur writes that 

an unbridgeable dofference does remain. but this difference is par· 
tiall)• aboluhed by our power of applying to ou~>el,..,. the plots that 
we ha>-e received from our culture and of ll)ing on the different 
roles :usumcd by the fa>'Orite characters of the stories most dear to 
us. It is therefore by means of the imaginative variations of our own 
ego that we attempt to obtain a narrative undel$tanding of our
>clvos, tloc only kind that escapes the apparent choice.betwecn sheer 
chango and absolute identity. Between the two lies narrati>"' iden
tity. (LQN H ) 

Rather than enrlnsmg oneself Mthin the text, or hmiting the toxt to reAect a 
phenomenological olc<cnption of tempumlity, Rocoeur's narrative arc is bo4h the 
discovery and inmn.otion of identity; it is both life as art and art as life. 
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As the bridge between art and life, Ricoeul's fonnulation of narrative 
identity pos....,, howe•er, a significant prolllcrn . Is Ricoeur suggesting that nar· 
rative identity straddles a difference between two different selves: o narmtive self 
and an ontological sclflls there for Ricoeur a self that is objecti,.,ly identified 
and stmc!ured through narrative discourse, and a deeper, more mysterious self 
correlative ,..;th such objectifications? If so. is Ricoeur redeploying a •-.riation 
of Uusserl's phenomfflelogical correlation between some sort of transcendental 
subjectivity and the objectification of the acts of consciousness? b Ricoeu(s 
proposal for narrative identity ultimately guilty of reasserting the presence of a 
voluntary cogito over ond against the polysomic Aux of symbol, myth, and 
discourse? And docs self-identification 1cquire u heroic effort of consent to oil 
that is other, different. and involuntary? While a claim of radical l lusscrlian 
dualism is perhaps too strong, given Ricocu(s refutation of ITansccndenlal ide
alism, it nevertheless points to a significant problorn that requires further eardUI 
reftection. 




